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By ST AFF REPORT S

Social network Facebook is giving advertisers tools to engage with potential clients via Messenger.

Launched on Aug. 29, a lead generation capability for Facebook Messenger lets brands link the ads to an automated
chat, sending those who click into a conversation. Through the natural progression of the interaction, companies are
able to learn more about individuals who showed an interest, and they can then integrate that data into their
customer relationship management.

Starting a conversation
The lead generation set-up lets businesses create a custom automated questionnaire for consumers. The answers
can either be multiple choice or entered via text by the consumer.

Clickers who do not complete the form can be retargeted with automatic reminders.

While the chatbot serves to let businesses get to know more about clients they want to engage with more, it can also
weed out those who are unqualified for services or products.

Businesses will then be able to follow up with consumers and answer questions via the Pages Inbox or Pages
Manager App.
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Facebook is using Messenger for lead generation. Image credit: Facebook

Facebook suggests that for best results, companies should indicate in their ad unit that the click-through will send
consumers to a chat.

Chat is becoming an increasingly necessary feature for companies to engage with active customers.

Quality customer experience is essential to online retail, with consumers more likely to purchase from brands that
provide high levels of service and flexibility.

According to a new report from CFI Group and Radial, 43 percent of consumers are more likely to purchase from a
retailer who offers a live chat option. Additionally, a quarter of ecommerce shoppers have used live chat at least
three times in the last 12 months (see story).

Bringing the format into a customers' first interactions may help to provide a positive customer experience from the
start.
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